Pastor Wanted!
Baptist Church seeking Pastor to serve at Sedge Fen Baptist in
England. Sedge Fen is in centrally located between three U.S. military
bases. Our congregation (though it is small—currently rebuilding) is
made up of mainly military members along side our British friends.
Sedge Fen is in the Suffolk county of England—home to our farmers.
What do we require of our future SFB pastor? We would need:
-a self-reliant pastor/couple to serve. SFB is in the rebuilding stage
and we are not in the position currently to support a pastor/pastor’s
family.
-church builders. SFB is in the rebuilding process. We would like
someone that isn’t afraid of some hard work and is willing to stay with
a rotating congregation.
-Community minded pastor. SFB and it’s congregation believe that as
Christ followers, we need to go into our community and serve whether
that be through outreach projects or volunteerism.
-Cross cultural barriers. SFB is home to many different cultures. A
pastor and his family would need to be able/willing to learn the
cultural differences that occur.

-Kid’s ministry. SFB is seeking a pastor that is interested in growing our
children’s ministry. Pastor must be comfortable working with children.
-Experience. We are seeking a pastor with at least 2 years of
experience in some sort of pastoral position
-Background check. We would require a background check to be
submitted.
-References. SFB requires 4 references.
-3 professional (non-family and from different organizations
other than the current serving organization)
-1 reference from your current pastor
-Sedge Fen Baptist would like to offer 4 Sundays off a year for any
pastor serving. We understand the need to self care and serving as a
pastor is not different! We offer one Sunday a quarter off for our
serving pastor to travel, relax, breathe.
-Sedge Fen Baptist would work with the IBC to understand and work
through the visa process of working/staying in the United Kingdom for
the incoming pastor.

